
Patrick "P. G." Smith
Dynamic Digital Marketer

I leverage every facet of the digital medium to drive businesses forward. Whether it's content marketing, paid advertisement,
web design, social media management, or one of my many other marketing skills, everything I do is continually refined
through a curated, data-driven understanding of that business's unique goal. I am also a ravenous, life-long type of learner,
something I feel is of the utmost importance in light of the variable nature of the contemporary marketing landscape.

pgsmith00@gmail.com 513-331-1235

Cincinnati, OH pg-creative.com/business

linkedin.com/in/pg-smith

WORK EXPERIENCE
Director of Content
Cover 3 Marketing
10/2020 - Present, Remote/Cincinnati, Ohio
A digital marketing agency focusing on helping small to medium sized businesses cultivate and scale their digital presences.

Created comprehensive, data-driven content strategies for both Cover 3 and our clients centered around curated KPIs and
best practice on all relevant mediums.

Collaborated with design lead to create SEO-friendly copy and content for stunning, user-friendly websites that convert for
both ourselves and our broad range of clients.

Managed email and ad campaigns for both Cover 3 and our clients across multiple channels (Google Search, FB/IG,
LinkedIn, Twitter, etc.)

Spearheaded the implementation of Databox, a software company working to translate complex data into aesthetic,
digestible dashboards.

Contact: -Eric Stepp, CEO Eric@cover3marketing.com

Content Marketing Manager/
Studium  
04/2019 - 05/2020, Columbus, Ohio
An educational technology startup providing a student engagement and retention platform working vertically to enhance the college experience.

Developed and executed on content and SEO strategies, principally involving establishing/tracking KPIs, collaborating on
content, and managing the writing team for our blog.

Wrote copy for both iterations of our website, managed all social profiles/posts through Sprout/Sendible, and independently
produced various pieces of essential collateral (white papers, brochures, exec summary, etc.).

Collaborated with the sales team on lead-generation e orts like email campaigns, CRM management, and general
outreach/prospecting strategy.

Contact: -Chris Asman, CEO chris@joinstudium.com/614-402-0359

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts: English Literature, Creative Writing, Philosophy
The University of Cincinnati
01/2016 - 04/2019, GPA: 3.9

Entrepreneurship Marketing

Digital Media Content Creation
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